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File Description:FS2004 AFCAD Update for Gran Canaria Airport GCLP and Tenerife South GCTS.
AFCAD has been completely reconstructed with ADE9. Div. Changes and increments for gates and
surroundings (Mil - Area) in the AF2_GCLP_ADE9.bgl and AF2_GCTS_ADE9. Taxiway S1 moved to

corect Position after work for apron extension and TWY rebuilding. TAXIWAY SIGNS edited for
more reality. All gates are numbered. Airlines only assigned to the Terminal Gates - remote

parking are not been full assigned. Work with CanarySim and default sceney. - by Dieter Dreyer
Tenerife South (GCTS) The international airport of Southern Tenerife (Tenerife Sur Reina Sofia) is,
beside Tenerife North, the second airport of Tenerife, which is the largest of the Canary Islands.

The airport is located in the south of the island close to the sea and at the foot of the Spain's
highest mountain, the Pico del Teide. The Teide is of volcanic origin and has an altitude of 3,718
m. During the landing one can see its very impressive appearance. The approach leads in a safe

distance from the sea to the foot of the volcano on the only runway of the airport of 3,200 m
length, which is also suitable for larger aircraft. Throughout the year the Charter brings Spanish,
German, British and Scandinavian visitors and tourists to this island. Let yourself be affected by
the imposing impression of the mountain and land safely at the foot of the huge Teide. Features:
Slope Height: 18,920 (Adjacent slope: 4,090) Slide_C: -15,3° Platform_C: 4,909,000 (Built in 2205)
Lift_C: 700ft GCTS_North TTYP: -9.56,4° TTYP_C: -9.56,4° TERR: 1,223,000 (Built in 2205) TERR_C:

1,223,000 TNEV: 1400 TNEV_C: 1400 TIDO: 439,000 (Built in 2144) TIDO_C: 439,000 TEDI:
349,000 (Built in 2155) TEDI_C: 349,000 TEIM: -90,4° TEIM_C: -90,4°
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The International Airport of Southern Tenerife (Tenerife Sur Reina
Sofia), due to its prominence, is a public airport of the Canary Islands.
It has a very busy passenger traffic: almost 3,000,000 of passengers
per year. The airport was opened in 1978 and is located near the city

of San Cristóbal. It is the second airport of Tenerife, which is the
largest of the Canary Islands. It is located in the South of the island

and in the end of the southernmost region of the island, the airport is
the first airport in Andalusia. It is situated at an altitude of 3,718 m in

the foot of the Pico del Teide. It has a runway of 3,200 metres. The
airport is bordered by a coastal road with 40 kilometres. The weather

conditions are completely different from those of the airport north,
which makes the choice of a landing at Tenerife Sur Reina Sofia

unwise for those who try. Features: The airport of Southern Tenerife is
situated at an altitude of 3,718 m and is near the city of San Cristóbal,

in the South of the island. It has a suitable landing-strip of 3,200
metres. This airport can also serve larger aircraft, because there are
four small landing-platforms, known as hangars. For the entire year,
approximately 2,500 flights per year, as well as tourist flights to and

from Tenerife City. The Tenerife south airport is bordered by a coastal
road with 40 kilometres. The airport welcomes about 3,000,000 people
yearly. International Airport of Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Quintana Roo)
or Santa Cruz de Tenerife Sur, located in the southwest of the island,
is located a few kilometres north of the town of San Cristóbal de La

Laguna. The airport opened in 1939, and during the last decades, has
developed into an important tourist center. It offers tours to the idyllic
nature of the San Juan Natural Park in the mountain range behind the
airport. The airport has a landing-strip of 3,000 metres. Currently, it

welcomes about 3,000,000 people a year. 5ec8ef588b
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